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The playful essence of ceòl mór
ASSONANCE AND CONSONANCE

A

LLAN MacDonald has for a long
time argued that competition
piobaireachd has lost the musical
excitement that ﬁrst gave it life and for so
long conﬁrmed the form’s elevated standing
in Gaelic oral culture.
He plays and teaches a freer, more expressive, research-based approach to ceòl mór
that may not win prizes but which many ﬁnd
makes the music far more accessible, memorable and enjoyable.
His point of view has attracted responses
ranging from acclaim to derision but, for most
people, opportunities to hear his rendering of
the form have been occasional at best. “I had
recorded a few tracks for Greentrax,” he said
— “there are one or two tunes on my CDs
with Margaret Stewart, and Glengarry’s March
is on the Edinburgh Festival CD.”
Now an album from Barnaby Brown’s Siubhal label — which two years ago presented the
acclaimed Donald MacPherson: A Living Legend
CD — is about to make available a solid sampling of Allan MacDonald’s performance.
On the 77-minute album, Dastirum, he
plays the Lament for Alasdair Dearg, Ronald
MacDonald of Morar’s The Red Speckled Bull, I
am proud to play a pipe, Patrick Mor MacCrimmon’s Lament for Donald of Laggan, Lament for
Red Hector of the Battles, The End of the Little
Bridge, Lament for the Young Laird of Dungallan
and presents some un-named tunes: Hiotrotro,
Hihorodo hao, and a Lament.
“I hope this CD gives people a proper taste
of what it’s about,” said Allan MacDonald. “It
includes a range of types of piobaireachd… a
keening lament, a bardic lament, gathering
type tunes, a melodious piece with variations
which do not keep closely to the theme; we
have a descriptive piece in The Red Speckled
Bull and nameless pieces.
“A lot of the tunes are not terribly well
known. I haven’t picked ones that would
necessarily spring immediately to mind; tunes
that would be on the ﬁrst 20 of your average
competing piper’s list.”
And that, he said, is a good thing. “It allows
people to realise that, even tunes that are less
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“ALLAN MacDONALD…
“It’s not something to
mimic — it’s an approach.
I’ll sometimes have a different phrasing and I’ll
put it across a different
way; it’s always moving
with me. I would hate to
think anyone would start
copying it exactly.”

widely known have beautiful melodic and
rhythmic effects. Extrapolating from that, we
ﬁnd support for the idea that bad, or boring
music simply wouldn’t have survived in a very
selective oral tradition.
“There must have been something attractive about these tunes for them to have
survived and I believe this CD will show that
they are indeed beautiful pieces when they
are interpreted in a way that puts the music
ﬁrst, not prizes, and we pay more attention
to the original context: the Gaelic culture of
the time.”
While Allan MacDonald does not expect
everyone will rush to endorse his perspective,
he has found some gilt-edged encouragement
in contributions to the liner notes for the
Dastirum album.
Writes David Murray: “Allan is not afraid
to take each tune on its own terms. His
interpretation of Campbell’s 1797 setting
of Lament for Alasdair Dearg MacDonald of
Glengarry is profoundly moving. He treats
Donald MacDonald’s 1828 setting of The Red
Speckled Bull quite differently, and leads one
who has never cared for the tune to change his
opinion. Allan’s stature as a piper is conﬁrmed
by the way in which he plays the variations,
neither stereotyped nor predictable, as we so
often hear them played today. His ﬁngering
is immaculate, especially in the Crunnludh
fosgailte, which he plays ‘open’, a style unanimously agreed upon in the early sources but
rarely heard today.
“It is encouraging to one who has often
become despondent over the current approach
to the classical music of the Highland pipe
to ﬁnd two musicians whose approach is the
opposite of formal or stereotyped, and who
do not constantly justify themselves with the
old pipers’ saying, ‘That’s the way I got it’.
Barnaby Brown is one of the rising generation
of pipers who are not content with the often
turgid renderings of our glorious ceol mór,
the ‘Great Music’, with which we have to be
content today as pipers of skill and ability,
clearly capable of much more adventurous
and spirited presentation, strive for yet more
of the glittering prizes. The new editions

Barnaby prepared for this recording are clear,
helpful, and instructive, and add much to the
impact of Allan’s outstanding playing. All in
all, this is a major step forward in the study of
the Great Music.”
Adds Donald MacPherson, generally regarded
as the most successful competitive piper of the 20th
century: “No-one has a monopoly on taste. I
hope this CD encourages more pipers to respect
what our predecessors took such trouble to
write out, 200 years ago. We should come to
terms with the whole evidence, not skip over
parts that challenge modern convention. Allan’s
skill bringing out the beauty of these older texts,
his ﬁne bagpipe, and the clarity of his embellishments are uplifting to hear. His singing of the
canntaireachd is a lovely added feature.”
Bill Livingston, pipe major of the 78th Fraser
Highlanders Pipe Band of Ontario, Canada,
and a recently-retired top level solo competitor once confessed that he didn’t want to hear
Allan’s interpretations: “I can’t play the tunes
any other way afterwards, and I want to win
the prizes.
“Allan has shown, to me at least, that the old
manuscripts, and Gaelic language and song,
hold the key to a beautiful way of performing
this music,” he writes for the CD’s liner notes:
“I recently shared a stage with him where I
demonstrated the modern performance style,
and Allan then took us back in time, suggesting
how the same tune might have been played 300
years ago. I found the difference exhilarating, of
greatest interest. So too did the non pibrochplaying audience.
“Some people are strongly attached to the
modern tradition, and ﬁnd Allan’s revolutionary approach unsettling. But no one can doubt
that we are listening to a consummate musician,
playing with passion and mastery of his art.
His integrity and intelligence in a hostile ﬁeld
is something to be treasured. Allan has made
more impact than anyone else in his generation.
The world of piping and the music of Scotland
are the richer for his genius.”
Said Allan MacDonald: “When you’re doing
something like this in whatever ﬁeld, and you’re
going against the tide, it is a lonely business
so I was very moved by the comments made
by people like Gaelic scholar John MacInnes
Donald MacPherson, David Murray, and Bill
Livingstone especially, who went through the
competition system and commented so openly
and warmly.”
But none of this means that Allan MacDonald would congratulate anyone for mastering
an exact replication of any of the material on
his album.
“It’s not something to mimic — it’s an approach,” he said. “I’ll sometimes have a different
phrasing and I’ll put it across a different way; it’s
always moving with me. I would hate to think

anyone would start copying it exactly. There
are so many ways of expressing it, tempos and
so on — I know they’ll say that about modern
piobaireachd but the reality is that most of it’s
bog-standard the same.
“The ceòl mór tradition was frozen like a
camera shot in 1820 and 1838 with the publications of Donald MacDonald and Angus
Mackay. For example, you’ll ﬁnd variants of
tunes which are published once, twice, even
three times, and although the Piobaireachd
Society might argue they were different tunes
altogether, they are really just variants of each
other.
“I am saying they’ve been arrested at a particular point in what was a process of continuous
change — a ‘continuous metamorphosis of an
oral tradition’, as Béla Bartók put it — and it’s
time we let it go again… let it be taken into
the pubs, let the accordion and other instruments take it up. There’s Angus MacPhail’s
recording of Colla Mo Run on the accordion
on Skipinnish’s Sgùrr Mor To Skerryvore CD
— piobaireachd on the box: I think that’s
beautiful and that’s about taking it back into
the oral tradition again.
“Maybe we’ll start seeing people walk away
having heard a piobaireachd and whistling the
tune. You don’t get that today.”
Making the long-awaited album had been a
very pleasant experience, he said.
“We recorded at Barnaby Brown’s place in
Sardinia; it was great, it was easy. I was recording knowing that the beach was awaiting me.”
And it was in the course of preparing for the
album, and long conversations with Barnaby
Brown, that Allan MacDonald found the ﬁrst
rapport he had ever felt with a theoretical and
structural analysis of ceòl mór.
It is a ﬁeld to which Barnaby Brown has
devoted considerable thought, research and
analysis: the construction of ceòl mór.
“I was never really taken with it until last
year and then, in Barnaby’s work, the penny
dropped. It had bored me so much in the
past — and at ﬁrst I thought, ‘oh God, here’s
another structuralist’,” said Allan MacDonald.
“I’d never been convinced of, or assisted in great
way by previous metrical analyses of ceòl mór.
“But, after the discovery of the 17th century
bardic Robert ap Huw manuscript in Wales,
Barnaby began taking a new look at the structure of ceòl mór. He came up with a different
scansion, a different way of looking at it, which
reconciles a lot of the apparent irregularities or
‘unorthodoxies’ in the original texts.
“Studying the Campbell canntaireachd
from his new perspective, he was able to argue
convincingly to my mind that, in looking at
ceòl mór, the people documenting and editing
it from the 19th century on were looking at it
from the standpoint of the Western European

musical mainstream rather than from a Gaelic
perspective, and applying different values.
“Their approach was not about understanding the music of a different culture but about
regularising it with the system they knew… and
out of this came words like ‘unorthodox’, and
the music was edited, severely in some cases,
to conform with the particular structures they
believed ceòl mór should ﬁt into,“ said Allan
MacDonald.
“Orthodoxy is an especially unhelpful concept in music.
“When I got into Barnaby’s work, which is
to do with recurring patterns of consonance
and dissonance and how composers took
pleasure in not baldly ﬁtting their music into
one framework, but sought to cause a mental
frisson, it made sense to me for the ﬁrst time. A
tune might be built one way, but intended to be
perceived another way. This structural playfulness, or interwoven counterpoint, is similar to
what you ﬁnd in the old syllabic poetry. The
basic patterns are not too difﬁcult to conform
to if you’re composing. Essentially, you just
alternate two modes.
“I got excited for the ﬁrst time,” he said.
“I’d concentrated on the style of playing and
Barnaby, through his research, has brought it
together, tying the music back into the bardic
tradition.
“So, I would previously have played, for
example, Alasdair Dearg, the lament from the
Kilberry Book of ceòl mór as it’s written there,
but in my style.
“But, actually, if you look at the canntaireachd, it’s a different musical story altogether:
there’s a progression, a development between the
ground and the variations, and it’s this development that has been ironed out by modern ideas
of orthodoxy, removing the playfulness.
“So, on the Dastirum album, people will be
hearing some different settings. The Lament for
Donald of Laggan, for instance: although it was
published in the Piobaireachd Society’s Book 8
with the Campbell canntaireachd printed on the
opposite page, the inertia of our competition
culture has meant that no competitors play it,
despite Roderick Cannon’s having published a
transcription in Piping Times (Vol.33, No.10)
in 1981.
“Dastirum brings my stylistic approach —
the way of playing — together with Barnaby’s
attention to the texts of the earliest sources.”
Writes Gaelic scholar John MacInnes: “Allan MacDonald’s theory and practice have
stimulated a new interest in pibroch and kindled
discussion among pipers and their audiences
throughout the world. Because of his native
musicality, the subtlety of his analysis, and the
vividness of his playing, his interpretation bids
fair to restore ceòl mór—this ‘Great Music’ of
the Gael—to its pristine splendour.” ●
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Refreshingly different
By BARNABY BROWN

I

S pibroch stereotypical? A look at the
old sources helps to breathe new life into
a world that favours a single text and
a narrow band of interpretation. Diversity
of settings and styles is authentic, is being
encouraged by the Piobaireachd Society,
and is essential to a vibrant musical scene.
In this article, I look at the earliest settings
of a popular beginners’ tune.

Historical Background
ALASDAIR Dearg would have become chief
of the Glengarry MacDonalds had he not died
in about 1630. This lament appears to be his
sole memorial. His life and career have been
obscured in conventional history because he
died before his father, the unusually long-lived
Donald of Laggan (1543-1645).
The MacDonalds of Glengarry (from 1660
spelt MacDonell) were in dispute with the
Mackenzies of Kintail over land in Lochalsh and
Knoydart. The Mackenzies had been empowered by King James to squeeze the MacDonalds
out, but Glengarry resisted, pursuing territorial
rights forfeited to the Crown in 1493. Alasdair
Dearg’s step-brother, Angus, achieved greater
fame by being the product of Glengarry’s ﬁrst
marriage and, in 1602, by his death in combat
on one of these territorial expeditions.

Example 1. The edition prepared by
Barnaby Brown for Allan MacDonald’s
new recording, Dastirum (Siubhal.com).
Example 2 (below).
One possible realisation of Colin
Campbell’s score (Example 3).

The Music
EXAMPLE 1 is a transcription of “Colin Campbell’s Instrumental Book, 1797” — not the
original, which is lost, but the author’s revised
copy of c.1819. An interpretation close to that
of Allan MacDonald (on his new Dastirum CD)
is approximated in Example 2. But the problem
with staff notation is that it tends to ﬁx one
interpretation at the expense of another; either
that, or the note lengths bear little relation to
those of a musical performance in the sean nos
(old style) Gaelic idiom. In the Urlar, an extreme
but essential rubato can totally obscure the metre. Rubato is the art of ‘stealing’ time and, in
some circumstances, giving it back again. Some
beats are stretched, longer than others — even
twice as long — although they all appear equal
on paper.
To prevent boredom, rubato varies from
performance to performance. Any rhythm in
staff notation should therefore be taken with a
large pinch of salt.
Before criticising Kilberry’s style of pibroch
notation, we should look at what Gershwin
or Cole Porter wrote, and compare that to
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the rhythm Ella Fitzgerald sings. Just because
her interpretation is classic, doesn’t mean an
accurate transcription of it is better than Gershwin’s original shorthand. Reading the average
composer’s score, particularly early composers,
the onus is on the performer to enter into the
proper style — by immersion and exposure to
live performance.
Music is not a universal language; it has many
dialects, often incomprehensible to one another.
The rubato of jazz is altogether different to the
rubato of pibroch; and that of Chopin is different again. Each rubato is an art learnt by ear,
not by reading dots.
In pibroch, the quickest way to get to the

heart of the music is by singing the canntaireachd
and immersing yourself in the old Highland
idiom — not pipe band music, but the gloriously rich world of Hebridean song and sean
nos Irish singing. Don’t get hung up on the
dots, they are not and cannot be a complete
instruction manual.
Use Example 2 to become familiar with the
melody, then ignore it and focus on Example
1. Experiment with different interpretations in
order to exercise your pibroch rubato, getting
feedback from those more expert in the style
than yourself. This is what being a musician is
all about: lifting the dots off the page and playing as if you were the composer, directly from

the soul. Singing the chant is a short-cut. The
MacCrimmons weren’t stupid.
As is often the case with Colin Campbell’s
scores, his line divisions betray a weak sense of
tune structure. In this case, his division between
second and third lines seems to be in the wrong
place. Anyone who would like to experiment
with Campbell’s original phrasing should read
from the facsimile (Example 3).
It is not entirely clear what Campbell meant
when he wrote “heheea heheea chehiaho
chehiaho” (Urlar, line 2). My interpretation is
that he was spelling out a pre-MacKay style of
introduction (see Example 2). This resolves the
passage with all subsequent sources, where these
introductions are replaced by a single G grace, as
in Donald MacDonald junior’s score (Example
4). In Example 1, I have underlined the four
notes where this occurs.

The note values given by Donald MacDonald
junior presume prior knowledge of the pibroch
idiom; I do not believe they are meant literally.
Example 2 is more rhythmically fussy as a result
of trying to capture one particular interpretation, like Binneas is Boreraig. These over-fussy
scores encourage you to play a given note longer
because it is printed that way, not because of an
inspiring ﬂash of musical insight. This is condescending (or irritating) to musicians to whom
pibroch is second nature, who might prefer a
different style, or who are bored by a mode of
expression that has become hackneyed. But such
scores are helpful for beginners who are unfamiliar with pibroch’s peculiar rubato style.
The most important feature of Colin
Campbell’s setting, however, is the difference
between the Urlar and the variations. Unlike
the later settings by Donald MacDonald senior

Example 3. Colin Campbell’s Instrumental Book, 1797 Vol.II, No.16

and Angus MacKay, Campbell’s has a charming development. The story unfolds, tension is
sustained, and larger musical phrases arch over
the tune. The idea that variations should follow
the Urlar note for note, bar for bar, is nonsense.
All the best variation sets in the history of music
develop the theme, producing super-structures
that span several variations, often the whole
work. Here, the Siubhal Ordaig embodies the
essence (but not the letter) of the Urlar, leading
naturally into variations that end on C rather
than closing to low A — a very simple, but effective development that helps to sustain interest
and keep the argument ﬂowing.
The absence of any musical development
doesn’t always equal dullness, but it’s time we
looked back at settings that, in another mindset,
might be seen as corrupt. Perhaps they are more
musically satisfying. ●

Example 4. Donald MacDonald junior’s MS, 1826. The original has been lost, but
fortunately Archibald Campbell had a copy made which is preserved in the Kilberry Papers.
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